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Four artist profiles

In this section, four artists and designers – who gave presentations at the Experimental Animation 
Symposium – articulate the role of experimental animation within their own work, and address 
aesthetic and theoretical concerns that have arisen in recent projects. Written from a first-person 
perspective, their writing also details the ways in which their approach to practice forges new direc-
tions and insights.

Three of the artists – Hye Rim Lee, Sorawit Songsataya and Sean Kerr – trained in fine arts and 
exhibit internationally within a gallery context. Hye Rim Lee creates 3D animated installations with 
high production values that explore issues of gender and identity, Sorawit Songsataya amalgamates 
both tangible objects and the virtual in the exploration of subjectivity and ecology, and Sean Kerr 
employs coding and interactivity to investigate the centrality of play in creative exploration. Jonny 
Kofoed’s education background is in graphic design, and he is an award-winning motion designer 
and one of the directors of Assembly Ltd. This Auckland-based studio’s outputs include interactive 
games for Kubo and the Two Strings, the co-direction of Tom Petty’s ‘Wildflowers’ music video, as well 
as the title sequence for Taika Waititi’s Jojo Rabbit.

The perspectives within each artist profile shed valuable light upon experimental animation as a 
practice and process, within both the gallery zone and the sphere of commercial production.

© (2019) 2021 Intellect Ltd Artist Profiles. English language. https://doi.org/10.1386/ap3_00011_7
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Hye Rim Lee

TOKI project (2001–)

I have been working with 3D animation since 2001, but my creative outputs have included other 
forms of computer-generated imagery, as well as digital photographs and 3D prints. I always work 
with a team of talented 3D generalists and sound artists. We have fostered a good dynamic work-
ing together on a long-term basis, through knowing each other’s artistic and technical strengths. My 
long-term collaborator Greg Smith (New Zealand) has an extensive range of networks and resources 
in the 3D animation field, and many experiences working in the industry. Over the last twenty years, 
I have worked with Jed Town (New Zealand), Carrie Beehan (New York), Jiyeon Won aka Ladyfish 
(Korea) and Alex Cremonesi (Milan) for my sound production. These musicians have brought their 
own sensibility and musicality and their unique musical gift to the team.

Over the past twenty years, I have produced many bodies of work arising from my TOKI Project; 
these are complex works that are conceptually based, content-rich and with a distinctive aesthetic.

My 3D animation questions new technology’s role in image-making and representation. My 
work has developed and grown with critical exploration and has conceptually evolved through the 
representation of the character TOKI, in my ongoing – since 2001 – TOKI Project. My work is ambi-
tious, expansive and conceptually and technically honed; each new project surpassing the previous 
genesis of TOKI.

I explore instinct, fantasy and femininity through mythological elements of identity, such as a 
bunny. TOKI is a hybrid form that blends human and bunny elements. Through her imagination, she 
explores contemporary pop culture and cyber trends between the East and West, and faces the chal-
lenge of mixing old mythology and new contemporary myth-making.

The photos and video installations that are generated from my 3D animations tell a fantasy tale 
based on the study of new technologies and how they influence tradition. I am involved in a criti-
cal exploration of questions dealing with modern visual culture from a complex point of view in 
which different approaches are used. For example, the graphics used inevitably refer to the Japanese 
manga and Korean animamix tradition, but are mixed with Western aesthetic ideals, thus giving 
life to transcultural characters who live in an imaginary world governed by testosterone. The inter-
ests evidenced in my early work are still present, and I continue to challenge what I call the ‘phallic 
motivations’ of dominant cyber culture, computer gaming, plastic surgery, contemporary myth and 
animamix, through the use of the medium of 3D animation.
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My 3D animation projects often feature a fantasy world that evokes a nostalgia for childhood. My 
current artistic project ‘in progress’, is a reflection on how female identity is perceived and employed 
at a global level. Through an exploration of videogame dynamics, intended for a male gaze, and a 
fascination with new technologies, I have utilized an alternative outlook to analyse some aspects 
of popular culture, globalization and especially femininity in relation to the media. Through my 
numerous works I demonstrate that the exploitation of the female body is still very much a relevant 
question.

John Mutambu has written the following in his article for a catalogue of the exhibition, Voicing 
the Visible: Feminist Art from the University of Auckland Art Collection:

Beneath the glossy surface of these seemingly puerile images lies a radical critique of sexism. 
TOKI’s name signifies a childhood pet while evoking the manipulated female body as 
commodity, as exemplified by the Playboy Bunny. As a meditation on feminism in the techno-
logical age, Hye Rim Lee’s work echoes theorist Donna Haraway’s views on cyborg feminism, 
and its potential to resist biologically-determined and essentialist narratives that subjugate 
the female body and its images. Her work negotiates a multitude of binaries from ‘nostalgia/
futurism’, to ‘sentience/automatism’ but most significantly it addresses the binary of Madonna/
whore which cast women’s maternal role and their sexuality as mutually exclusive.

Black Rose series (2014–)

Since 2014, my project has shifted into the conceptual region of shifting identity. I seek to create my 
own paradise, in between the organic world of my childhood house and garden, and the inorganic 
cyber world of fantasy and dream. Throughout my career, I have been dealing with the significance 
of shifting identity. My work reflects on my surroundings, dealing with issues created by my under-
standing of, or confusion about, contemporary culture. The paradise in my fantasy recollects all the 
memories from my childhood to adulthood, and the big shift from Korea to New Zealand, to New 
York, and back to New Zealand. Black Rose Queen lures the viewer into a zone between the digital 
surreal and visceral reality. It’s a zone that exists between the analogue and the digital, between 
dream and reality. TOKI becomes a shape shifter in the Black Rose series depicting a personal narra-
tive, and a story of my never-ending and shifting identity. My work signifies this new experience as 
an alternative to contemporary art and civilization based upon logical rationalism.
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Black Rose (2021) depicts a diamond dreamscape that accompanies TOKI’s shifting identity 
journey. A floating, shiny, glossy glass TOKI becomes a Black Rose Queen in a never-ending, ever-
moving infinite dream, staged in a playful, childlike narrative story alluding to fantasy and dream. 
Black Rose is a birth statement for the glory of a Queen who is born in the process of transformation 
from escaping her tragedy to entering an infinite dream, while shining beautifully, isolated within a 
floating dream.

My work is rooted in the challenges faced by the Asian diaspora. Black Rose embodies the expe-
rience of migration, in search of a paradise. My 3D animation, with its specific Asian perspective, 
reflects how modern Asia has developed a powerful animamix culture that holds a strong relevance 
for the identity of Asian youth, which in turn impacts upon the West. The Asian diaspora is growing 
in New Zealand, and the Korean community is amongst the largest.

My 3D animation deals with the world of virtual relationships, using sophisticated computer 
programmes to drive the viewer’s thoughts, while mixing the older technique of photography with 
dazzling 3D digital effects of glossy glass that optimize perspective, texture and reflection.

Black Rose symbolizes death and lost love. My intention is to create a sense of overwhelming 
emotion, aroused by the reflection and refraction of the texture of the animation, by placing a large 
diamond in the background. The angles and facets of the diamond symbolize the reflective nature 
of our lives. It is an enlightened soul that is able to refract its light from the inside out and serve as 
a beacon to the outer world. The song establishes a dreamy, pensive mood. Symbols, colours and 
textures depict the richness and diverse characteristics of TOKI’s transformation. TOKI is a shape-
shifter: The Princess, The Rose, and The Queen. Glass can easily morph and mutate; it embodies two 
opposing states within one material; soft and hard, liquid and solid, it tells a narrative story akin to 
one’s own. In contrast, diamonds are unbreakable. Through the motif of the diamond, I am able to 
express ideas about creation, life and eternity.
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Figure 1: Black Rose Queen, 2021, CU, 2014, digital 
print, 100 x 106 cm.

Figure 2: Black Rose (still), 2021, 3D animation, 5’5” loop, stereo sound.
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Sorawit Songsataya

Understanding the self and the concept of ecology through animation

My practice is situated in the field of contemporary art and often incorporates 3D computer graphics 
within a moving-image framework, which then becomes a part of a larger installation. Typically, my 
installed artwork unpacks the idea of the self and how identity is formed through various configura-
tions of kinship, including ones with the natural world. It explores the many tangents that connect 
and redefine our understanding of subjectivity and ecology. Utilizing a range of artistic media includ-
ing video, animation, sculpture, hand-made and machine-crafted objects, the work reveals a complex 
network of multispecies entanglements that blur the boundaries between the human and the world.

Lovebirds (2018)

To give an example of my process of thinking about and presenting an exhibition as an ecosystem, 
and how animation is a part of this ecology, I will talk about my video work titled Lovebirds which 
was part of my solo exhibition, Starling, at Artspace Aotearoa in February 2018. The exhibition looked 
at ideas relating to collectivity through a range of subjects: from the community of cells within our 
bodies, to plankton and marine organisms in the ocean, and the relationship between Kauri and 
whales as told in one of the Māori legends. The exhibition took on the minimal form of red blood 
cells, as animated sequences and static objects; this central motif conveys the idea of kinship and 
interconnectedness throughout the exhibition. Presented alongside the video work, the fourteen 
enlarged red blood cell sculptures were made of polystyrene and wool. Animated red blood cells also 
appear in the central video work, which was projected onto a large, curved wall. Together the sculp-
tures and the animated content created a joint dialogue, weaving and connecting physical experi-
ence with metaphors of the imperceptible.

Lovebirds employed both traditional hand-drawn animation (ink on paper) as well as hyper-real-
istic 3D animation. The lineage shared by traditional methods and digital media, which is empha-
sized in the video work, revealed the human act that bridges the gap between body and machine. 
The 2D animated ink sequences draw inspiration from a pakiwaitara (legend) of the Whale and the 
Kauri; situating digital content within local knowledge and a sense of place. Here, animation and 3D 
computer graphics become part of a strategic mechanism that can honour indigenous knowledge 
and draw attention to a specific locality while underlining global concerns regarding the climate 
crisis.

Within the exhibition, the role of animation is synthesized within a larger installed body of work 
– a zooid within a colonial organism – vitalizing static objects and sculptural elements within the 
exhibition. As red blood cells carry and deliver oxygen to different muscles in our body, the animated 
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Figure 3: Starling (installation view), 2018. Digital video 7:03 min, merino wool, polystyrene and carpet. Artspace Aotearoa. 
Photograph by Sam Hartnett: https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo. Accessed 20 April 2021.

https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
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Figure 4: Lovebirds (still), 2018. Digital video, 7:03 min. https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo. 
Accessed 20 April 2021.

Figure 5: Lovebirds (still), 2018. Digital video, 7:03 min. https://youtu.be/
SJotGKYvHUo. Accessed 20 April 2021.

https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
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Figure 6: Lovebirds (still), 2018. Digital video, 7:03 min. https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo. 
Accessed 20 April 2021.

Figure 7: Lovebirds (still), 2018. Digital video, 7:03 min. https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo.  
Accessed 20 April 2021.

https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
https://youtu.be/SJotGKYvHUo
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Figure 8: Jupiter (installation view), 2019. Six-channels digital video, 7:17 min. Copper, wool fibre, silk, pressed flowers and jute  
twine. Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery.
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content extends a sense of flow and energy to other elements of the overall artwork. There is an 
intriguing relationship between the red blood cell as a subject, and animation as a medium. In the 
video work, there is a laboratory scene where an animated character can be seen centrifuging a 
group of red blood cells. Irony is at play here where a computer-generated character can be seen 
monitoring and dealing with (metaphorical) blood – a motif that represents one of the very essences 
of life or the state of being alive. This is when animation becomes most effectual in my practice – the 
moment it stands in for the very binary between life and non-life. I may elaborate on this paradox 
and tension further in the following work example.

Jupiter (2019)

In March 2019, I presented a solo exhibition Jupiter as part of the outcome of my residency at the 
McCahon House. It was exhibited at the Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery. The installation 
comprised a six-channel digital video work, situated among six suspended handcrafted objects based 
on traditional Thai kite design. The premise behind the exhibition was to look at wind as an animat-
ing force and a natural resource from both Western and non-Western perspectives. In many non-
Western cultures, meteorological activities are often associated with deities, mythical stories, and the 
supernatural. The importance of air flow that can ‘breathe into life’ is embedded in many cultural 
beliefs. Thus, the air and the wind in this context of the exhibition become an axis where the tensions 
between life and non-life were present and questioned. Animation came into play strategically to 
tease out whether movement, either generated by the wind or digitally manipulated, generally signi-
fies life. The installed artwork aimed to address the non-human elements that enable such move-
ment and motion.

Jupiter was presented as a six-channel video installation: three screens were affixed to the gallery 
floor, with the other three suspended from the ceiling. The suspended screens showed footage 
recorded at a kite festival in Thailand, intersected by 3D kite animations. The erected screens on 
the floor displayed a mix of wind turbine footage, LED carnival lights, and short video clips from 
some distant lands. The footage of wind turbines in Jupiter suggested the profitable aspects of natu-
ral resources; one that captures and converted meteorological dynamics into electricity. In this way, 
the exhibition implied the impact of wind as a key factor that energises both our physical and digi-
tal environment – the computers that we use to create the characters that we animate. The kinship 
between nature and the digitized world is indivisible in this way, as portrayed through the exhibition.

3D animated kites in this work highlighted the role of animation as a highly controlled medium, 
while being juxtaposed against footage of actual kites fighting with gravity and the ungovernable 
force of the wind. The 3D kites mimicked and simulated the real kites. The tension and synchronicity 
between these two species of kites positioned the human in-between, elaborating on different laws 
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Figure 9: Jupiter (detail), 2019. Six-channel digital video, 7:17 min. https://youtu.be/KGpzqyljSSw. Accessed 20 
April 2021.

https://youtu.be/KGpzqyljSSw
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Figure 10: Jupiter (detail), 2019. Six-channel digital video, 7:17 min. https://youtu.be/KGpzqyljSSw. Accessed 20 April 2021.

https://youtu.be/KGpzqyljSSw
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of motion: one is calculated and programmed; the other is a phenomenon. Animation here, once 
again, acts as a vital link that situates and embeds the human with the natural world.

The role of animation in my work is rarely used to tell a linear narrative. Instead its structure and 
methodology, which is often a reminiscent of assemblages, advocates for a more-than-human narra-
tive and non-human agency, computer-generated or otherwise. Animation in my work attempts to 
venture outside into the great outdoors, commingling with the microscopic and the molecular, with 
phenomena and the planetary beyond screens. By exhibiting animation with physical, tactile objects 
and sculptures, its ‘anima’ becomes even more figurative and corporeal. Animation in my work is the 
very strand that knits and weaves the human with more-than-human worlds.

Jonny Kofoed

Inside-out (2017)

Motion Design is a relatively new form of communication, or at least it is only relatively recently that 
what we define as Motion Design has become prevalent enough to have its own label. Combining 
elements of animation, design, film, music and photography, it is a form that has been birthed and 
enabled by technological advances, yet there is an extent of Dream Logic at play within its field. 
The way images are assembled, collaged and edited often reject conventional film methodologies, 
tending to favour the absurd, and irrational imagery and storytelling synonymous with surrealist 
film. This punk response to animation – particularly when viewed within the sphere of business 
communication – is one of the recurring themes that I have addressed over twenty years of profes-
sional practice in the field. The messaging is interlaced with visual puzzles, that are rarely explicit or 
direct in their delivery. Creating animation that requires a deeper engagement with the material to 
decode it – shifting the audience from passive to interactive. Inside-out opens to the film’s title sitting 
centre screen, at which point the camera tracks left to right, consistent in its movement throughout 
the entirety of the film. The scene is an exterior, but the soundscape consists of a fireplace crackling 
and gymnasium lights arcing to life. This intentional disconnect between imagery and sound not 
only sets the tone for the film, it quickly recalibrates the viewer’s expectations of what is and isn’t 
real. Traditional rules of photography and film are discarded – perspective shifts from elevation to 
birds-eye with no warning, gravity is conformed to, then dismissed, photographic elements live hard 
against illustrative elements – but always within a set of strict predetermined rules with internal 
consistency. The compositions and art direction adhere heavily to film noir’s exploitation of negative 
space. The typographic language – which punctuates throughout – provides the final binding agent. 
It is only with these parameters in place that curiosity and surprise can function. The conservative 
typographic voice, the monotone narration, and the calmness of the camera allow for experimental 
elements to land with more impact. A visual ambush that allows the viewer to absorb material that 
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they would perhaps be unwilling to take on board. All these efforts are made to gain entry to a jaded 
and savvy audience with little appetite for traditional business communication, particularly when the 
messaging takes on shades of authority. Entertainment is currency in this landscape and in modern 
times; one is buying the viewer’s attention in five-second blocks.

Beyond the dark landscapes and the lack of an accompanying musical melody, there are some 
peculiarities to Inside-out that seek to dissociate it further from traditional advertising. Commercials 
typically do not have a title at the start. That language is well established – if not reserved – for cinema. 
Similarly with end creator credits and 2:35 aspect ratios, it is a language that serves to elevate the 
content’s status. When all of these clues are coordinated, we arrive in a place that is diametrically 
opposed to everything in its class. It is a counter-cultural film, or in more positive terms, a reframing 
of communication for an audience that has stopped listening.

My involvement with motion design in its current form has spanned the last two decades, yet 
the patina and lens applied to my work often points to a time that is now long gone, a time before 
the actual discipline existed. This is a predilection on my part to not just nod to the past, but to reject 
the future with all its resolution, high frame rates, crisp digital edges, and sanitized imagery. This 
longing manifests within the design process and continues until the final render, and it is impor-
tant to highlight the critical distinction between nostalgia and retro. One is better described as a 
psychiatric condition (crippling nostalgia) and the latter as an aesthetic. Nostalgia, or The want for a 
time that never existed, further underpins the dream logic scenario. These manufactured places are 
not attempting to be facsimiles of the real world. They are animations that have been printed in 
Ektachrome, developed with chemicals and run through projectors. The patina tells us that it is a 
finished and consistent thought. As a communication medium, motion design has been adopted by 
marketing and information-heavy media because of its flexible approach. However, its true coming-
of-age was popularly realized through the more experimental and textural arrangements of the title 
sequence within modern cinema – a role that saw the discipline transcend graphic communication 
through a much more narrative-based paradigm. One that is more intent on gaining an emotional 
response, over simply being informative.

Beyond servicing contractual obligations, the modern film main title’s role is typically two-
pronged. Firstly – when required – the sequence can establish a theme, characters or story back-
ground in shorthand form. With episodic work this can have an incredible economy, providing initial 
detail or serving as a reminder to the viewer, without eating into vital episode real estate. Secondly 
– and in my view most importantly – the main title’s function is to set the tone. This is the harder of 
the two modes to rationalize as it is not simply lifted from the production design or narrative that 
exists for the show. Tone will ultimately be the agent that stimulates any desired emotional reaction 
in a given audience.
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Figure 1: Jonny Kofoed, Inside-out, 2017. Screen grab from digital sequence. Auckland. Copyright: Jonny Kofoed.

Figure 2: Jonny Kofoed, Inside-out, 2017. Screen grab from digital sequence. Auckland. Copyright: Jonny Kofoed.
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The Bad Seed (2019)

The Bad Seed is a story of two brothers raised in a dysfunctional family. Their lives – and the lives of 
their family – continue to fracture due to events that transpired in their youth. The title sequence is 
constructed around a moving-image collage of the central cast. They are intertwined with sprawling 
tendrils that graphically disrupt, obscure and at times entangle them. For this result, technology had 
to be mishandled. Just as the characters are in conflict, the process needed to mimic this discord to 
achieve the required effect. The artist is constantly at battle with software to achieve movement that 
doesn’t appear out-of-the-box.
Particles trace their movements through space, leaving their trails as a mess of wire. A grotesque 
twisting which – through code – was left to find its own pathways through a series of errors. The 
tendril forms were then degraded into an organic sinew, removing any evidence of data processing. 
The resulting images resemble something more typical of medical photography than a computer-
generated image. When creating something more chaotic and fallible – more human – we’re likewise 
able to engender an emotional response to the material.

As Motion Designers, we ask ourselves: ‘How do we want the audience to feel? What are the 
emotional levers that need to operate to motivate these feelings?’ The way an image is dressed dras-
tically alters the way it is received. By engaging legacy film processes – with modern tools – we are 
subverting the software and in turn, subverting the messaging.

The recalling of photochemical film attributes such as bloom, grain and flicker, capitalize off a 
century’s worth of established cinematic language. Critically it removes the software’s ‘digital voice’, 
replacing it with one that is more natural, more recognizable. As humans we are disinterested in the 
predictable; observing an organic response is what keeps us absorbed.

Sean Kerr

Experimentation in art-making: The importance of play and embracing failure

The seminal artist and educator John Baldessari often, when teaching, would advise his students 
that: ‘Art comes out of failure. You have to try things out. You can’t sit around, terrified of being incor-
rect, saying “I won’t do anything until I do a masterpiece”’ (Thornton 2008). Possibly one of the most 
critical mechanisms of art-making is play. Pushing around ideas and materials (in this case code for 
creating AI-controlled events, deciding which camera angle and where the avatars will move next), 
and letting curiosity lead the way to create a pièce de résistance. 

Mechanisms of art-making can be compared to a situation I experienced when I was riding to art 
school and had an issue with my bicycle wheels. There was a bit of play in the wheel bearings that 
made it wobbly especially when travelling fast, going around corners, or landing after a small jump 
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Figure 3: Jonny Kofoed, The Bad Seed, 2019. Screen grab from digital sequence. Auckland. Copyright: Jonny Kofoed.
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to dodge a pothole. At times the loose bearings made you feel particularly uneasy on the bike due 
to the lack of control, but at other times there was a sense of exhilaration due to the bike becoming 
more animated in its movement and response to body weight and the ground. It did feel risky but 
also thrilling at the same time, although it created apprehension for the simple fact that you didn’t 
know if you were going to make it to work safely or not. As for art-making, getting over this anxi-
ety and letting go, even though you might lose control, is a crucial component of a creative process 
based around trusting one’s own instinct for knowing when to let go. Often it is difficult for the 
maker to know they are going in the right direction, and they often have to release their hold on the 
idea or method, to see if something new will happen.

Lost (2019)

The ‘know-how’ of when to let go to sometimes allow failure to happen within your own art practice 
remains troublesome. In Lisa Le Feuvre’s article on failure, ‘Strive to Fail’, she talks about the unease 
around a method that is driven by failure and the anxiety around not being able to fail and hence not 
being able to generate artworks around failure.

Paradoxes are at the heart of all dealings with failure – it is a position to take, yet one that 
cannot be striven for: it can be investigated, yet is too vague to be defined. It is related but not 
analogous to error, doubt and irony.

(Le Feuvre 2010)

An example of where I have to let go is when the creation of an artwork sometimes feels way 
beyond my capabilities (especially programming), and perseverance seems the only way through 
the creative wobbly bike ride to achieve an outcome. And throughout this shaky journey, apart from 
the need to solve the problems, exciting moments emerge. By acknowledging these moments, when 
things don’t go to plan, they have the potential to become more interesting than the original idea. 
My 2019 real-time 3D work, Lost (at the SCA Gallery, Sydney), had a systemic failure due to human 
error. The real-time 3D work comprised several components: found 3D objects, a video game Avatar 
figure, AI elements and a virtual reference to the gallery space in which the work was presented.

It was my intention to let go, allowing the AI elements to take control in a humorous vein, 
with kitsch gestures, odd real-time edits and camera angles (determined by the AI). The installation 
intended to subvert conventional thinking about identity and offer an open, generative and non-
programmatic approach to the creative invention, using AI scripts to generate a real-time outcome 
–the movement of the Avatar or camera angles all determined by the AI scripts. These mechanisms 
create unease, anticipation and suspense, employed to heighten a responsive interaction between 
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spectators and the project’s real-time world. The conceptual and presentation strategies employed in 
this installation triggered shifts between the familiar and the unknown, thus providing unanticipated 
experiences for our audience. Failure often came into play when a line of code was given an incorrect 
value, causing a conflict between the AI elements, the Avatar’s movements, and camera angles. The 
erroneous value and the feud between code and AI create some unexpected results.

Figure 3–4: Sean Kerr, Lost, 2019. Digital images. Copyright: Sean Kerr. 
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In his 1998 text ‘Event Horizon’, Brian Massumi refers to a system in terms of its line of action as 
being knotted up from an out of the ordinary transfiguration of itself,

 no longer acting and outwardly reacting according to physical laws unfolding in a linear fash-
ion. It is churning, running over its own possible states. It has folded in on itself, becoming 
materially self-referential, animated not by external relations of cause-effect but by an inten-
sive interrelating of versions of itself.

(Massumi 1998)

An example of these self-reflexive connections is where my entire installation took a turn and 
in-folded, where it appeared the avatars would do more than was anticipated such as grouping 
together, stuck in a single camera view etc. The initial idea was to have all the Avatars and cameras 
go off in succession, one at a time, but what eventuated was a random sequence so you did not 
know when or where the next burst of activity would happen. These serendipitous actions forged 
a level of anxiety within the installation for both artist and audience. Apart from these random acts 
and the dynamism and zest of the loud, quiet, long and short moments there was also the potential 
of the real-time application breaking down or the pneumatics hoses exploding, and even the noise 
of the air compressor refilling created a high level of tension in the space. This imperceptible slump 
into disorder could be called an entropic moment.

One way to achieve this entropic juncture is by being more open to things and each other. This 
openness may encourage curiosity and conceivably lead to identifying and capitalizing on failed 
moments, even if it is a wobbly ride or the artwork takes control of itself. As Le Feuvre states, ‘if 
failure is endemic in the context of creative acts, this opens the question not whether something 
is a failure, but rather how that failure is harnessed’ (Le Feuvre). The acknowledgement of failure 
permeates a distinctive appeal at odds to society’s goal for superlative skills and often predetermined 
outcomes. This appeal is often like a slippery banana peel on which the edifice of slapstick was built. 
Slapstick harnesses the intensity of anticipation of premeditated let-downs and dawdled sweeteners.
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